Birth Chart
of

Elizabeth

Planetary alignments

This graphic shows a snapshot of the planetary positions in their or‐
bits on Saturday, 27th February 1932 at 02:30 (GMT +0 hours) at the
place of birth London, Vereinigtes Königreich with the coordinates:
western longitude: -0°7'40'', northern latitude: 51°30'26''
The constellation of the planets to each other is the basis for the follo‐
wing interpretation of the astrological radix drawing.
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Aspects
The planets run through the signs of the zodiac and form certain con‐
stellations - the: „Aspects”:
or very similar position of two planets. Mutual em‐
q Conjunction Same
powerment with contradictory aspects.

t Sextile

Harmonious constellation. Tensions with constructive,
usually purposeful drive.

r Square

Strong tension aspect. Even well harmonizing planets
experience strong conflict situations.

e Trigon

Harmonious aspect with strong matches. Strongly sup‐
portive; often drive and energy are missing.

o Quincunx

Links between zodiac signs without similarities. Low vol‐
tages and wishes.

w Opposition

Aspect of tension, mostly in the area of relationships.
Often contradictory and conflictual.
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Introduction

You will certainly find contradictions in this evaluation because
some topics appear to be seemingly contradictory or mutually ex‐
clusive. However, this is not a misinterpretation, but a phenomenon
which is present in almost all horoscopes. A person usually sees
themselves in a clear-cut manner, although one may have many
sides that one is not necessarily aware of. One acts and reacts dif‐
ferently in certain situations which can consequently have a varying
effect on others.
The horoscope, however, creates an overall picture of a person in
which all sides of a personality, conscious and unconscious, are ap‐
parent all at once. An object can be viewed from different perspec‐
tives as well: one sees a new picture every time, although the object
remains the same. This is the same as in humans. If you encounter
contradictions in this evaluation, you should observe how your
child acts and reacts in different situations. With time, you will be
amazed at how well this analysis describes your child.
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The distribution of the elements. A
look onto the radix.
The distribution of the elements is determined by analyzing the
signs in which a large number of planets are located. The signs of
the zodiac are assigned to the four elements: fire, earth, water, and
air. Earth signs are: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn. Air signs are: Ge‐
mini, Libra, and Aquarius. Water signs are: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pis‐
ces. Fire signs are: Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius.
If, for example, many planets are in the earth signs, then the earth
element is strongly emphasized in the horoscope, and the proper‐
ties of this element strongly influence the personality of a person.
Fire-fueled people are more dynamic, brave, and assertive. Air-fo‐
cused people are more intellectual and rational. People with an
emphasis in earth people are stable, quiet, and enduring. Water-fo‐
cused people are emotional, sensitive, and imaginative.
The above is only intended to be a guide and serves as an orientati‐
on. Now read which element and which cardinal direction (half) is
emphasized in the horoscope of Elizabeth.

Weakness of the air element
Elizabeth has a difficult time with anything related to the intellect,
rationality, and combining things. This does not mean in any way
that she is stupid, but she is, in fact, a bit slow and unenthusiastic
when it comes to learning, studying, and analyzing things. Elizabeth
has trouble concentrating and remaining mentally on the ball. Her
mind tends to wander and she will become tired very quickly if she
has to concentrate for a long period of time. She also needs some
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time until she can logically understand things or make the appro‐
priate correlations.
Since Elizabeth herself notices that she is a little more sluggish
than others and not as successful in school, it can be that she deci‐
des to place more emphasis on these things by being overly active
intellectually as well as verbally. This can help her become a true
intellectual and over the course of time, become a person who can
speak cleverly and intelligently. Yet, she may still have trouble dea‐
ling with the feelings of others or not understand undertones in a
conversation.
Elizabeth can sometimes have trouble expressing herself in a way
that others will understand. As mentioned above, she is not missing
in intellect but in interest when considering developing her verbal
and or intellectual skills. Elizabeth is certainly smart enough to keep
up in all situations.
As a parent, you should only pay attention to the fact that Elizabeth
is studying enough and her intellectual abilities are adequately trai‐
ned and refined, as this will be indispensable for her education and
later on in her professional life. Let Elizabeth do a lot of artwork
along with using building blocks and Legos in order to physically
express her thoughts and emotions. Ask her what she wants to ex‐
press with her pictures and works. This will help her learn how to
better articulate and develop her thoughts.
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Emphasis on the water element
In the horoscope of Elizabeth, the water signs are heavily occupied
with planets. This means that she is quite sensitive and emotio‐
nal and that she has quite a lot of imagination and sensibility. It
also means that Elizabeth lives more in her imagination, dreams,
and fantasies than in reality. So it may be that Elizabeth sometimes
comes o as a bit dreamy and lost to others. Do not be deceived
though; she is incredibly attentive and socially engaged – you may
just not notice this immediately.
Elizabeth senses and feels strongly with other people; this can
cause her to seem a bit more reclusive and distant. She is just loo‐
king to protect herself with this behavior. Elizabeth does not want
to let others get too close to her because she has realized that this
is not good for her; she is too vulnerable and genuine.
When she grows up, however, she listens to her fellow human
beings and is a master in consoling and consulting when it comes to
interpersonal relationships or heartaches. Elizabeth will always
have an open ear and understanding for others in these situations.
She should still be careful not to take on too much of other people's
worries and hardships since this could cause too much strain on her
personally.
Elizabeth tends to develop low initiative and dynamism; she would
rather wait and observe how a situation evolves, and then take ac‐
tion when the situation seems more favorable. Elizabeth would
prefer not to take a risk so as not to be considered aggressive and
thoughtless by others.
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Emphasis on the yin side
Water, devotion, tenderness, inner strength, relaxation, slowness,
calm, loving, intuition
In the horoscope of Elizabeth the yin side is emphasized. Elizabeth
is a more passive, patient, and thoughtful girl. She will deal with
most aspects of life using caution and respect. Still, she will not be
excessively anxious, inhibited or weird, but Elizabeth will always be
a woman who is slower and more careful in life. She will take her
time to think things through and take her time when making decisi‐
ons. This can actually be seen as something positive because pru‐
dence and a good dose of respect are things more people should
possess. Then, many things would run much better in life.
Elizabeth also tends to develop strong habits and rituals in life be‐
cause they give her a sense of security and stability. You should
make a small, inconspicuous effort to make your son more flexible:
encourage her to take on new ventures or to do something extraor‐
dinary.
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The emphasis on the halfs of the
horoscope of Elizabeth
Similar to the distribution of the elements, this chapter presents
an initial summary of the personality of Elizabeth. If the distribu‐
tion of the elements tended to be more about his temperament,
this chapter is more about her basic attitude towards life.

Emphasis on the lower half of the horoscope
Elizabeth will evolve into a rather turbulent and emotional girl, who
o en – spontaneously and running purely on instinct – makes deci‐
sions that are not well thought-out. She will also display this in her
everyday life. Elizabeth comes o as lively, authentic, and honest,
but is also o en rash and careless. She is very playful and creative,
wants to try out a lot of new things and likes to experiment.
Elizabeth is interested in many different types of sports and hob‐
bies. Still, she is happiest when she is able to live out her creativity.
Certainly, she will show a special talent with her artistic or creative
abilities, which should be encouraged and supported from an early
age on. Also, Elizabeth will love and have a special admiration for
all natural and living things. She will develop a good sense for natu‐
re, plants, and animals. Take Elizabeth camping and on trips to the
sea. You should also go for walks with Elizabeth or visit a botanical
garden. Elizabeth will absorb knowledge and experiences and enjoy
them to the fullest.
Later, Elizabeth will grow into a rather honest and sincere woman
who will not be prone to telling lies. Others will easily be able to tell
if she tries to tell lies or make excuses. Elizabeth has a pronounced
sense of justice and will always defend her friends.
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Emphasis on the left side of the horoscope
Elizabeth is developing early into a quite strong-minded and egooriented girl, who generally likes to enforce her will and can easily
be overbearing. Elizabeth should have little trouble announcing
her demands or interests and going a er them. One can hardly
claim that she is or will become shy. Elizabeth will want to tackle a
lot of things alone and independently, even without waiting on her
parents. Both you as her parents and her siblings will not always
have it easy with Elizabeth. If it is necessary, hold your child back
and show her that she will not always be first, that she does not al‐
ways get the biggest piece of the cake and also that the loudest one
doesn’t always win!
Too much parental supervision will soon become annoying to Eliza‐
beth. Even as an adult, she will quickly become independent and
self-reliant, being able to stand on her own two feet and manage
her own life.
In interpersonal relationships Elizabeth proves herself as a reliable
and trustworthy partner and friend; she is very well-centered and
ultimately is sure of the fact that she can handle life on her own,
which will allow her to be independent and self-confident. Eliza‐
beth will never have problems with making friends and getting to
know other people. That is why she will not be lonely in her life.
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Emphasis on the right half of the horoscope
With Elizabeth, the right half of the horoscope is emphasized. She is
a right-minded and affectionate girl who adapts herself more in life
and struggles to express her own interests and to push through si‐
tuations with them. For Elizabeth, it is more important to work with
others and to accomplish projects as a team.
Also, as an adult, Elizabeth will o en have trouble focusing strongly
and independently on her own decisions and opinions. She can un‐
derstand others and accept their views and opinions far too well.
That is why Elizabeth is o en yielding and forgiving, even a er so‐
meone has hurt her pride.
As a young adult, Elizabeth will find it difficult to enter into lasting
long-term relationships because she can quickly become uncertain.
This can be attributed to her tendency to focus on others instead of
on herself. When she gets to know a stronger partner or friend, she
will quickly feel dependent which she does not really like. Never‐
theless, Elizabeth always falls into this pattern. This also holds true
in regards to friendships – she will be happy to join groups at school
and look to the leader with admiration.
Elizabeth must first develop a good dose of stamina and self-este‐
em before she can act successfully. When the time comes, she will
be a particularly good and attentive partner who shows true under‐
standing in her relationship and automatically employs equality.
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The ascendant. Impact and
appearance – the first impression of
Elizabeth
The ascendant – lat. „the rising sign” – is the zodiac sign that rose
or was rising at the east horizon at the time of the birth of Eliza‐
beth. It symbolizes the beginning of the day, for exactly this per‐
son and this very moment. From it, one can deduce what sort of
entry into life Elizabeth had. Based on the ascendant you can also
see the prevailing mood of Elizabeth and how she approaches her
environment. This shapes the overall first impression the public
has of her, including physical attributes and certain details in ap‐
pearance which are attributed to the various zodiac signs. The
surrounding environment sees Elizabeth through her rising sign,
the ascendant, and Elizabeth sees the world through it as well.
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Sagittarius rising
Elizabeth is open to the
outside, enthusiastic, tole‐
rant, friendly, and balanced.
This very positive appearan‐
ce of Elizabeth means that
other people also approach
her in an open, communica‐
tive, and positive way. Eliza‐
beth has that certain some‐
thing which makes it rela‐
tively easy for her to achieve success without having to exert herself
too much.
The appearance of Elizabeth generally has something honest and
upstanding about it. This, however, does not always match up with
her inner constitution. This pleasant and social image is the key to
her increased success in life. However, over time her inner self will
become visible to others, which can sometimes contradict her
image.
As an infant and toddler, Elizabeth is more of a restless child. As a
parent, you will suffer from your child's poor or lack of sleep. As
early as kindergarten and also during elementary school Elizabeth
will stand out as someone with “ants in his pants” accompanied by
a difficulty in concentrating. Since Elizabeth is incredibly inquisitive
and curious, se will be able to make up for her restless behavior and
still manage good grades – not least because of her active partici‐
pation in class. You will not be able to get Elizabeth to quietly do
arts and cra s – she has to move around, be outside and should
start with various forms of sport at an early age.
The youthful Elizabeth will always be on the move, often with one or
more of her many friends – rarely with very close friends – and loves
travelling and adventure. She will happily continue the sports ac‐
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tivities she did
as a child into older age. Elizabeth is an optimist and will not be
struck down easily by difficult situations. What's more difficult for
her is to enter into a lasting and close partnership.
Elizabeth has learned through observation that you, as her parents,
encourage and reward expansive, conquering, tolerant, and ethical
behavior from her. She shows these traits more and more clearly to
gain your increased affection and attention.

Aspect of tension – ascendant opposite Sun
The appearance and behavior of Elizabeth is o en at odds with her
true nature and inner core. For this reason, Elizabeth is literally
under tension and under stress because she simply cannot behave
as she would like to deep down inside.
Surely Elizabeth notices that you as her parents observe some of
her personal features with displeasure. For this reason, Elizabeth
suppresses them to secure your love and admiration. You should be
attentive and watch your daughter and not criticize her in regards
to this.
Once this behavior of oppression and repression has first manifes‐
ted itself, Elizabeth will later suffer from physical tension because
the aforementioned has really taken a hold of her. Encourage Eliza‐
beth to behave honestly and authentically, even if you do not al‐
ways like it.
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Unity – ascendant conjunct Mercury
From the beginning, Elizabeth is an incredibly talkative and com‐
municative girl. Even as a baby, she babbels on uninterruptedly and
learns to speak early so she can finally communicate with others.
Elizabeth is always on the lookout for exchanges with others and
can spend hours talking about an object or topic. During her deve‐
lopment, Elizabeth will enjoy public speaking and will be brilliant at
holding lectures as well as reciting poems. You can count on skillful
discussions during puberty – so be prepared!
All important matters in the life of Elizabeth will be mostly solved
and approached with the tools of the mind. She will use logic, sys‐
tematic thinking and move forward with a step-by-step mentality.
In the course of her life, she will learn that this will not always be
possible. Life rarely works according to our plans and ideas but is
more influenced and perceived by varying points of views.
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Harmony – ascendant trine Venus
Elizabeth will be quite harmonious, balanced, sensible, and acces‐
sible in dealing with others and in her public appearance. This is a
very important part of the fact why she is very popular with others,
is well liked and also gets a great deal of support from others.
Also, Elizabeth understands how to behave in a relaxing and safe
way. She radiates harmony and comfort. Elizabeth is never too hec‐
tic, restless, or allows herself to be rushed by others.
Nobody would assume that such a girl could develop into a serious
competitor. Elizabeth has a distinct and healthy self-confidence
which is also clearly perceived by those around her. She stands
firmly in her own life and is not the type who lets someone else walk
all over her. When it really comes down to it, whether in a sporting
competition or later in her educational and professional life, Eliza‐
beth can develop a strong sense of ambition and emerge victorious
in any situation.
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Unity – ascendant conjunct Jupiter
Elizabeth comes o everywhere as positive because she under‐
stands how to put herself into the right light by being charming and
positive towards her environment. Due to her winning presence,
other people approach Elizabeth with the same positive attitude
and she is o en given special favors or receives little gi s from
others.
Elizabeth is usually positive and self-confident in her approach to
life and is full of confidence that everything will turn out well. This
applies not only to playful situations but also to school and career
plans in later in life. Being conditioned to success, usually things
will actually go well for her. Elizabeth quickly gains the trust of
others and is always gladly supported or receives help from friends
when necessary.
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Harmony – ascendant trine Uranus
Elizabeth knows very well how to be strong-willed, individual, and
how to stand out from most of her friends without being unpleasant
and eccentric. Elizabeth has a lot of personal flexibility, willingness
to change and individualism, and is eager to point this out.
Also, Elizabeth will o en go against the grain in a soothing and
amusing way. She also likes fashionable adventures, loves to dress
up and will be amused by the surprised or perhaps horrified reac‐
tions of adults. Give Elizabeth the space to live this out, to be it in a
theater group, to join a children's circus or simply to express this at
home.
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The Sun. The zodiac sign of Elizabeth.
While the ascendant symbolizes the mask of personality, the sun
stands for the inner core of Elizabeth. Both the ascendant and the
sun, together with the moon, form the basic personality of Eliza‐
beth. The moon symbolizes the emotions of Elizabeth and her un‐
conscious response to external stimuli. The properties of the sun
will be experienced by Elizabeth quite late in life (from her mid
20's on). She will first identify with the characteristics of her as‐
cendant, later in childhood, the moon will begin to play a role.
The planets can be seen as working like actors in a play. Like ever‐
ything on the material level, the different energies can be used dif‐
ferently and directed into positive or negative paths.
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Sun in Pisces
Elements and qualities:
water sign, winter, female,
Neptune and Jupiter, opposi‐
tion pair virgo
Deep down, Elizabeth will
always be a dreamy and
imaginative girl. She is also
self-aware and will, therefo‐
re, try to be more exact and
more meticulous than other people. This can sometimes lead to
confusion because Elizabeth will sometimes, in an attempt to re‐
main fully objective and rational, lose sight of the bigger picture
and, in turn, make irrational decisions. Most of the time, Elizabeth
will be a rather easy-going and obedient girl. Heracute sensitivity
and awareness are at the root of this. You could say that she is so
sensitive that she could hear a flea coughing.
Even as an infant and toddler, the little Elizabeth feels any in‐
congruity or negative vibration in a space. She can suddenly start
crying or screaming. As a parent, you may be surprised at what
might have happened since you yourself do not have a feel for
these energies. For Elizabeth, harmony and unity are the most im‐
portant factors for a healthy development of her personality. Eliza‐
beth is compassionate and always gentle and is therefore liked by
her fellow human beings.
The little Elizabeth is very easily frightened; she never dares to ask
for anything or speak up when she is burning with an interest in so‐
mething. Elizabeth does not want to be an inconvenience to others
and will rather wait for someone else to o er her help. Also, Eliza‐
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beth is a little plaintive and is afraid of getting sick. She will hardly
be able to shed this as an adult. She tends to hypochondriac beha‐
vior – even the faintest scratch in her throat will have her fearing
tonsillitis and have her laying in bed. As a parent, you can teach
your daughter to become a little brisker and courageous, explaining
to her that nothing is wrong with expressing her needs or desires.
Elizabeth has a blooming imagination and can sometimes no lon‐
ger distinguish fantasy from reality. She dreams very intensely and
o en wakes up at night because she thinks wizards or monsters are
in her room. Also, Elizabeth will sometimes tell you the most ad‐
venturous stories which she will fully believe. Elizabeth can process
these thoughts best through painting and crafting. Also, pottery or
other arts and cra s are appropriate leisure activities for Elizabeth.
Theater and drama would be good for Elizabeth because here she
can slip into other roles in which she may be self-confident and
strong without fear of harming others.
The young {: NAME:} will always pay close attention to local and so‐
cial conditions. This can have advantages on the one hand, since
she can process changes, for example, a move or the birth of a si‐
bling. It can also lead to the fact that she develops a low sense of in‐
itiative. As a parent, you will always have to push Elizabeth a little
bit and help her get up to speed. This also includes teaching her to
say "no" and to make her own decisions. Otherwise Elizabeth may
poise herself into unsatisfying and unhappy situations and not have
the courage to get herself back out of them.
Elizabeth will develop an outspoken help and support mentality,
that is, she has social and charitable ambitions and assets. Also in
school and later in her professional life, Elizabeth will always be
willing to help weaker classmates with their homework or to sup‐
port disadvantaged colleagues. Elizabeth has good prerequisites to
be a successful nurse but also to succeed as an artist.
The growing Elizabeth is not sure who to choose as a partner and
certainly does not know how to approach the whole thing. The ea‐
siest thing to do is to have loose flirts and short relationships, in
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which she feels loved and validated. If she has seriously fallen in
love though, Elizabeth will do everything for her relationship and
then possibly cling too much and try to hold on to it. Then the part‐
ner feels like she is being put on a pedestal and in the worst case go
running for the hills. The young Elizabeth must first learn to deal
with herself and be satisfied before she can enter into an equal
partnership.

Sun in the houses
The position of the sun in the houses shows how a person experien‐
ces herself, what she identifies with and where she feels the most
comfortable. Here she discovers her creative power and finds hap‐
piness and fulfillment.
Since the child has not yet reached the necessary stage of develop‐
ment in order to recognize her nature and accordingly, to take her
life plan into her own hands, the interpretation of the sun in the
houses is rather a tendency during childhood and adolescence. Alt‐
hough it may already be visible at an early age, it will only be truly
apparent as an adult.

Sun in the second house
Fixed house, earth house
The sequence of houses symbolizes the stream of life. Each zodiac
sign may be cardinal, fixed, or mutable, and it passes through this
cycle. Everything that has an origin, a new beginning, an occurrence
and a creation, is at the beginning of this sequence. The achieved
brings us prosperity and security and in turn awakens wishes and
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needs. From the new and the existing, we learn, learn from mistakes,
observe and begin again to take action. This astrological triad, or
triad of the psyche, is composed of cardinal houses, fixed and muta‐
ble houses.
The fixed house stands for personal desires, security, for the stabi‐
lization of existing, and for the alignment to the center. It is about the
human being, the ego, self-realization, and independence.
Earth houses
The earth houses represent the material, the concrete, and the
earthly. They symbolize stability, performance and the creation of so‐
mething new. The real and the practical is important for these people
and helps them to receive recognition and affirmation. Through work,
especially lots and good work, they gain happiness and satisfaction.
All action is directed primarily at the external world. People with an
emphasis on the earth house are looking for a place within the sys‐
tem, wanting to be useful, important and needed.
When she is grown up, Elizabeth will certainly want to settle down
and own her own land. She will, in the best sense, be a material and
realistic person. Elizabeth should look for a profession in manual
labor or a profession where she can work with her hands. She could
also be interested in money, finance and real estate and their ac‐
companying laws.
Also, it is important to Elizabeth to always make a good impression,
to be well-dressed and athletic. She loves luxury and sometimes
excessive indulgence. For this reason, it is even more important for
her to do sports and to keep fit, which she will enjoy most in an out‐
door setting.
Elizabeth will search and receive affirmation from her friendships
and relationships. Those who find their way into her heart will be
showered with overflowing gi s and compliments. It can happen
that Elizabeth becomes very possessive and in case of loss, her selfconfidence may take a large blow.
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Unity – Sun conjunct Neptune
Elizabeth has almost medial and clairvoyant properties. This is not
to say that she is or will become a miracle child, no, she is just more
delicate and sensitive than other people and she also perceives the
subtle interactive currents of her surroundings. Elizabeth usually
understands instinctively what moves and engages others and so
she usually has a lot of understanding for other people's grief and
needs. This may cause Elizabeth to be overly considerate and have
a hard time putting her foot down since she does not want to hurt
anyone. In an attempt to conform to social norms, Elizabeth tends
to put her ego and her innermost wishes and dreams in second
place. As a result, Elizabeth sometimes reacts with frustration and
annoyance since no one can be really happy if they are only fulfil‐
ling their duty or being useful. Elizabeth is likely to secretly envy
people that are independent and self-confidently just take what
they want from life.
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The moon. Feelings and emotions.
The position of the moon in the sign indicates how Elizabeth ex‐
presses feelings and emotions, reacts spontaneously to external
stimuli, and what she needs in her parents' home to feel comfor‐
table, safe, and secure. The moon also symbolizes the mother in
the horoscope of a child and her influence on her development.

Moon in Scorpio
With her moon in Scorpion,
{:NAME} is a very stable, in‐
wardly firm and robust per‐
son who is capable of quick‐
ly recognizing and taking
into account the darker
sides of her fellow human
beings. This might sound ad‐
venturous and daring but
you should not underesti‐
mate Elizabeth, she is inwardly more mature and sophisticated
than her young age suggests.
Due to her sharp eye, she will not be likely to miss hidden messages
during communication. Subconsciously Elizabeth will continuously
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try to push her own limits. She will not mind to enter into power
struggles, even with adults. Still Elizabeth can be just as extreme
when it comes to defending her relatives and friends. If someone
finds their way into her heart then they can be sure that they will
always have a place there.
Elizabeth needs parents who can put up with a lot of resistance and
defiance while still standing by her side. As a parent, you can rely
on the fact that Elizabeth will always respect and love you even if it
doesn't seem like it at times. The fact that Elizabeth can see
through people at an early age will lead her to develop a healthy di‐
strust and be cautious with others. This can spiral into cynicism and
a general dislike for people if she does not receive a lot of positive
attention from her parents as a child.
Elizabeth usually experiences her mother as a very powerful and
commanding person who has a key position within the family. Ac‐
cordingly, Elizabeth will always try to maintain a position of power
in order to withstand the influence of her mother.

Unity – Moon conjunct Venus
Elizabeth has the fortunate disposition and the ability to be emotio‐
nally anchored and stable. She will usually feel protected and safe
in her family environment. In the long term, this will strengthen her
self-confidence and self-esteem. Elizabeth will not be easily made
to lose her mental or emotional cool. She can withstand a lot of
stress without getting overwhelmed or reacting nervously which
benefits her above all from a professional standpoint.
However, Elizabeth sometimes expects too much of care and atten‐
tion and is quickly offended if she does not receive it. She someti‐
mes tends to enjoy comfort and laziness a little too much.
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Unity – Moon conjunct Uranus
Elizabeth unconsciously has the strong need to attract attention,
dance to a different beat and generally try to have more privileges
or rights than others. Sometimes she will express her wishes in a
pushy or demanding way which will not be beneficial for her when
she looks for attention again. Elizabeth has a tremendous need for
freedom even if she is not aware of it. On the contrary, other people
will be very aware of her need for freedom. She tends to develop
unusual ideas and take part in unusual activities in order to de‐
monstrate her uniqueness. Elizabeth is a quick thinker who can im‐
provise and take intuitive action without hesitation. Stress and
hectic situations are things that she can handle quite easily.

Harmony – Moon sextile Pluto
Elizabeth is mentally and psychologically strong and crisis-resis‐
tant. You can entrust her with a lot and even at an early age, you
can expect her to act and react independently. Elizabeth has a good
eye for dangerous situations and circumstances. She usually gauges
people very accurately and correctly. You will be surprised
when Elizabeth gives you her impression or opinion of other people
or situations.
Elizabeth has an unconscious yet considerable need for personal
power and independence. She will never get the short end of the
stick within her circle of friends or have to worry about getting
drowned out by her peers for her need for recognition, her inner
strength, and her will to live are very strong.
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Mercury. Mind, learning,
communication, and interaction
This chapter describes how Elizabeth communicates, thinks,
learns, and draws conclusions. Communicative, analytical and in‐
teractive processes and abilities are incredibly important in
today's modern information and performance oriented society,
so in this section information is provided on the professional
abilities and talents of Elizabeth.

Mercury in Pisces
The mind of Elizabeth is
o en clouded by emotions,
dreams, and visions. Occa‐
sionally she will come o as
a daydreamer who lacks the
ability to concentrate, as if
she where mentally in ano‐
ther world. Still, you should
not be deceived by this –
she sees and understands
intuitively more than you may suspect, even if she doesn't verbally
express this much.
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He effortlessly grasps complex situations or structures and can per‐
ceive minute details that may be invisible to others. However, she
will experience difficulty concentrating for longer periods of time.
For this reason, she takes many breaks during her study sessions
so that she can also find time to daydream or even meditate.
Elizabeth is likely to be interested in topics related to psychology,
the occult, and the arts along with varying social issues. In these
areas, she can develop special abilities. She should also choose a
profession in these fields because she is less suited for industrial
professions due to their rigid hierarchies, structures, and beha‐
vioral guidelines.

Unity – Sun conjunct Mercury
Elizabeth will mainly identify with her pensive, action-oriented,
analytical, and rational sides. She will dismiss feelings, emotions,
and fantasies as secondary traits. These components can still sneak
in through the back door – for example in the form of other people
in her surroundings who are extremely sensitive and behave emo‐
tionally. These people can really annoy Elizabeth due to their overly
sentimental way of being.
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Unity – Mercury conjunct Mars
Occasionally Elizabeth adopts the wrong tone and expresses herself
too aggressively when in her opinion things don't happen fast en‐
ough – she tends to be quite impatient and hectic. You should slow
down Elizabeth from time to time, for she has a tendency to talk
without thinking, o en being reckless or rash. Elizabeth wants to
get her point across in a rigorous and assertive way and does not
like it at all when others do not listen to her immediately and atten‐
tively.
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Unity – Mercury conjunct Neptune
Elizabeth tends to pay more attention to her illusions, dreams, and
fantasies than to reason, reality, and school. Because of this, Eliza‐
beth may act in a self-willed and incomprehensible manner regar‐
ding school and learning. If a topic really speaks to her, she loves to
learn about it, but if it seems to be boring and uninteresting, she
tends to zone out and retreat into her dream world. Elizabeth so‐
metimes displays a blooming fantasy and tries to sell it as real. It
may seem to others that she is not always too particular about the
truth, but that is actually not the case. Her fantasy is simply a lot
stronger than others' and due to her lack of life experience she can‐
not distinguish between illusion and truth.
But don't worry, Elizabeth is not prone to any mental disorders.
When she is older, she will definitely be able to distinguish between
illusion and truth. However, she will always be a little dreamy and
quite sensitive. Elizabeth will surely develop psychological, social,
and artistic talents which will influence her career choices.
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Mars. Assertion, assertiveness, and
conflict behavior
This constellation describes the way Elizabeth can assert herself
in dealing with comrades and adversaries. It also shows how and
in which form aggression is expressed and the way Elizabeth will
defend herself
against possible physical and mental attacks.

Mars in Pisces
In the event of a conflict,
Elizabeth will behave pru‐
dently, cautiously and hu‐
manely. Even if she is very
angry or overcome with ag‐
gression, Elizabeth is hardly
ever really destructive or
abusive. She is simply too
sensitive and compassiona‐
te. She can unconsciously
read her peers very well. She also understands that fear is at the
root of aggression and can therefore hardly really be angry with an‐
yone.
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If Elizabeth is acting on her own behalf, she will o en have a small
problem. She can usually foresee what consequences her energetic
actions can have and this makes it difficult for her to get started.
She will then want to know all of the details and plan everything ex‐
actly, so that nothing can go wrong, and may sometimes lose the
overview. Elizabeth should learn that she has a right to complete
and accomplish her own plans. Just because Elizabeth is clair‐
voyant and socially needed by others, this does not mean that she
has to surrender her own self-actualization.

Unity – Sun conjunct Mars
Sometimes Elizabeth will lose control of her aggression which can
take on an uncontrolled life of its own. When this happens, you
should draw her attention to it and explain the consequences.
Regardless, Elizabeth will occasionally want to handle problems
with a crowbar. Life will teach her to deal with her aggression ratio‐
nally. Elizabeth has tremendous perseverance, courage, and deter‐
mination. She can go really far if she learns to better express her
aggression. Elizabeth is likely to identify with her militant, dyna‐
mic, and conquering personality traits. She tends to ignore slower
and more timid people.
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Unity – Mars conjunct Neptune
Elizabeth will usually be very humane, sensitive, and reserved
when dealing with conflict situations. Due to her empathetic natu‐
re, she can unconsciously understand the reasons for others’ ac‐
tions. Anyone who understands others intuitively can hardly be
angry with them – and this applies fully to Elizabeth. In general, she
will avoid energetical personal advances and rather remain in the
background because she does not want to interfere with anyone.
She may then neglect to focus on and build up her own life due to
her good and empathetic nature. By the time Elizabeth realizes this,
it can already be too late. You should therefore take extra care to
ensure that your daughter develops a good sense of when to put
herself first and make sure that she also follows through with it
from time to time.
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Jupiter. Expansion, fortune, and
energy.
The position of the planet Jupiter in a house describes the area of 
life in which, above all, much positive and constructive energy is
invested. Likewise from this area, pleasant and complimentary
feedback is sent. In this area of life a good amount of luck and
success can be expected. It should therefore be respected and en‐
couraged.

Jupiter in the eighth house
Elizabeth assigns little value to material things. She would rather
play outdoors or with self-made objects. When Elizabeth grows up,
earnings and wealth are the last things on her mind. Paradoxically,
she o en receives gi s from others – which is very lucrative for Eliz‐
abeth, although she often doesn't know how to appreciate it.
Other people sense that Elizabeth is not out to achieve material
gain through her actions. She would much rather want to experi‐
ence deep and exciting adventures with select friends without con‐
sidering personal benefit. This attitude leads to others trusting her
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even in difficult situations which will pay o in the long run as
people will eventually show their gratitude to her.
Later in life, Elizabeth will show to be a researcher of darker human
topics – this will stem from a realization
that knowing the darker sides of oneself is the key to self-realizati‐
on. Only those who know their dark sides can successfully process
them, purge them and thus become increasingly complete. Eliza‐
beth will also be quite open to occult studies. She has a sound
human understanding, but also a strong sense of passion so that
such topics can take grip of her.

Unity – Sun conjunct Jupiter
Above all, Elizabeth will identify with liberal, optimistic, and con‐
structive aspects in life. She will always strive for the best in life and
will not be content with half-measures. Elizabeth will not need
much drive to get the most out of life. At a young age, she will learn
and develop herself on her own.
This is a favorable constellation, because it indicates that Elizabeth
always returns to the path of the sun and the light almost automati‐
cally, even if she has strayed into the dark. Everything will take a
good turn with her. Elizabeth will instinctively avoid excesses and
extremes because this would be immoral in her eyes and her inner
conviction.
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Unity – Moon conjunct Jupiter
Elizabeth tends to do too much of a good thing, thereby overtaxing
and overexerting herself. She likes to exaggerate a little in all life si‐
tuations and then occasionally struggles to follow through with her
promises. However, Elizabeth is generally a good-natured and posi‐
tive person. Others are also aware of this and therefore repay hier‐
with trust and positive behavior. She sometimes overestimates her
own abilities and is eventually brought back down to earth where
she has to deal with a sobering reality. Still, she possesses the en‐
viable gi of everlasting confidence. She will try something again
and again and at some point success will come – simply because
Elizabeth really wanted it to. She absolutely wants to accomplish
what she has set out to do and will only back down or give up when
she herself realizes that she does not have a chance.
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The Medium Coeli. Life plan and
professional plan of Elizabeth
The Medium Coeli shows how Elizabeth would like to achieve her
private and professional goals. In this regard, she will look at her
parents' and grandparents' behavior for guidance. This process
happens quite consciously with all children because they take no‐
tice that parents positively evaluate the subjects of the Medium
Coeli. Later, Elizabeth will want to develop more towards the sun.
For this reason, the sun chapter is the most important in this eva‐
luation. Her true identity, how she will want to be as an adult and
what her true interests are will be made clear in this chapter.

The Medium Coeli in Libra
Elizabeth will want to achie‐
ve and realize her goals in
life with binding, balancing,
and harmonizing behavior.
In general, she always seeks
the support of others when it
comes to tackling larger pro‐
jects and tasks because she
alone is not always able to
conjure the required energy
to get something done. She also needs the feedback and input of
others before she is able to come to a final conclusion. Elizabeth
tends to doubt herself and will focus on aspects of a situation that
can be contradictory. This will aggravate and influence her decisi‐
on-making process. Therefore, Elizabeth always seeks the opinion of
experienced people before she reaches her own final decision.
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Minor aspect of tension – the Medium Coeli semisquare Sun
Certainly Elizabeth will not develop in the course of her youth in a
way that her father will approve of. Professionally and privately,
Elizabeth can take on a different life path than her father. In
childhood, this constellation hardly causes problems, only when
Elizabeth begins to go her own way can this situation become a real
problem. Then there will be some conflicts with her father, espe‐
cially if she is being pushed into a professional or social direction
other than the one that she truly wants to go. The father will have to
develop some tolerance and goodwill here but she must also be
able to remain hard when she realizes that {: NAME:} is really going
down the wrong path.

Aspect of tension – the Medium Coeli opposite Venus
Elizabeth will o en wait too long for good opportunities in school
and later on in her professional life as well. She prefers to move
through life at a more comfortable pace. Elizabeth is not keen on
taking action but would rather enjoy life and its more pleasant
sides. This rather passive and waiting attitude can lead to her lag‐
ging behind later in life. Elizabeth may be performing well under
her abilities since she would rather enjoy life than apply herself
through work and discipline.
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Unity – Medium Coeli conjunct Jupiter
Elizabeth will usually be intuitive and without giving it too much
thought, will make the right decisions in regards to school, family
or her professional life. She quickly recognizes good opportunities
and knows how to take advantage of them in a timely manner.
Elizabeth has everything she needs to be successful in those three
areas of life and will be able to prove herself when developing the
appropriate discipline and work ethic. In this constellation, howe‐
ver, this is also the only (astrologically relevant) trap. Because
things usually come easy for Elizabeth, she will not want to be very
proactive, but instead choose to wait until good opportunities pre‐
sent themselves.
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Aspect of tension – the Medium Coeli opposite Uranus
Elizabeth is going to be quite self-centered and eccentric in school,
in her education, and later in her profession, and also to do crazy
things, just to attract attention and not to be considered stuck-up
and boring. Here she occasionally tends to exaggerate. With her ec‐
centric and headstrong behavior, {: NAME:} will o en upset her
teachers, instructors, superiors, and employees.
The biggest problem for Elizabeth is that she does not want to de‐
monstrate her individuality and uniqueness through special abili‐
ties and achievements, but by conspicuous behavior. This is easier
and not connected with work and discipline. To put it bluntly, Eliz‐
abeth actually has considerable creative potential. If she wants,
she can easily learn new things and adjust herself to them. Eliza‐
beth has great technical and innovative potential and quickly
learns to deal with the new technologies like electronics and com‐
puter technology. Elizabeth should and must learn early on to take
on responsibility and to exercise discipline.
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Unity – the Medium Coeli conjunct Pluto
Elizabeth will be consistent, persevering, and thorough when it
comes to school, her education, and later on her profession. She
will also display the ability to be cautious and far-sighted when ma‐
king decisions that will affect her life in the future. In all she does,
she usually also recognizes what is going on below the conscious
surface. This will not always be a good thing for her because some‐
times seeing below the surface can also be scary and threatening.
Since Elizabeth quickly recognizes the darker sides of her fellow
human beings, she usually approaches her surroundings with a
type of caution and distrust. This also applies to her teachers, coa‐
ches, and superiors. If she experiences destructive power struggles
in these people then she will, in turn, respond quickly with rejec‐
tion and by blocking them out.
When Elizabeth is grown, she will also aspire to have a position of
power because she wants to be the one who is in control of her own
life. Whenever she feels dependent on others, she quickly develops
anxiety and then immense aggression because she usually assu‐
mes that others will abuse their power. For this reason, she will de‐
velop a life philosophy that is based on control and the domination
of one's own life. Elizabeth wants to closely monitor and control
others in order to be able to intervene immediately if they act too
independently and individualistically. She also has a lot of strength
and energy in the areas of school and in her professional life. Eliza‐
beth can accomplish things, thanks to her energy, strength and
consistency, which others can sometimes only dream of.
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